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Voltage Response of Primary
Resonance of Electrostatically
Actuated MEMS Clamped
Circular Plate Resonators
This paper investigates the voltage–amplitude response of soft alternating current (AC)
electrostatically actuated micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) clamped circular
plates for sensing applications. The case of soft AC voltage of frequency near half natural
frequency of the plate is considered. Soft AC produces small to very small amplitudes
away from resonance zones. Nearness to half natural frequency results in primary reso-
nance of the system, which is investigated using the method of multiple scales (MMS) and
numerical simulations using reduced order model (ROM) of seven terms (modes of vibra-
tion). The system is assumed to be weakly nonlinear. Pull-in instability of the
voltage–amplitude response and the effects of detuning frequency and damping on the
response are reported. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4033252]

Introduction

MEMS are used in automotive industry and medical field [1],
as microswitches, transistors, sensors, micromirrors, microgrip-
pers, microvalves, resonators [2], resonator sensors [3], and actua-
tors for mechanical stimulation of living cells [4]. Electrostatic
actuation is preferred due to low energy consumption of operation
and high precision with which they can be controlled [5,6]. Other
forms of actuation are piezoelectric and magneto-electric. Most
MEMS device structures include elements such as cantilevers,
bridges, and plates of different shapes and boundary conditions.

A large class of electrostatically actuated MEMS structure con-
sists of flexible cantilevers, bridges, or plates suspended above a
parallel, rigid ground plate. A direct current (DC) voltage applied
between the flexible beam/plate and the fixed ground plate pro-
duces an attracting electrostatic force between them. The flexible
plate deforms toward the ground plate into a new equilibrium posi-
tion [7] where electrostatic and elastic forces balance each other.
The elastic restoring force within the flexible plate opposes defor-
mation. AC voltage is used on top of the DC voltage to cause the
system to vibrate around this equilibrium position. Such systems
are called resonators [6–8]. If the electrostatic force overcomes the
elastic restoring force, the system becomes unstable and the flexi-
ble plate collapses onto the ground plate in a phenomenon known
as the pull-in instability. The voltage at which this instability phe-
nomenon occurs is known as the pull-in voltage [7]. Electrostati-
cally actuated MEMS response depends on voltage and frequency
of actuation, and initial displacement and velocity of the plate.

Due to the high cost and time consumption of experimentation,
extensive research has been done to accurately model and simu-
late these systems mathematically. These models can be used to
predict pull-in instability and the pull-in voltage [9,10]. Investiga-
tions have been conducted for MEMS devices such as
clamped–clamped microbeams at primary, superharmonic, and
subharmonic resonances [7,11]. These structures may experience
hardening or softening effects depending on the excitation vol-
tages and frequencies used [7].

Amplitude frequency response is widely used to investigate the
behavior of MEMS resonators. This type of response explains
how the steady-state amplitude of vibration of the system changes
with the excitation frequency while the voltage is kept constant
[8,10,12]. Bifurcation points in the frequency response give the
frequencies at which the stability of the system changes from sta-
ble to unstable and vice versa. Amplitude frequency responses are
used to predict the changes in stability, pull-in, and hardening or
softening effects. The behavior of circular plates under axisym-
metric vibration was investigated [13] using the MMS to obtain
the amplitude frequency response of the system and show that cir-
cular plates may undergo internal resonance due to interactions
between the mode of vibration at certain frequencies. Investiga-
tions using MMS and ROM method to obtain the amplitude fre-
quency response of other structures such as cantilever resonators
were reported in the literature [6,8,14,15].

Voltage–amplitude response is important for MEMS resonators.
This response predicts the change in stability due to change in
voltage. A continuous model of the pull-in effect in electrostati-
cally actuated MEMS circular plates, limited to DC voltage, has
been reported [16]. The static pull-in, i.e., the DC voltage is grad-
ually increased until the center of the plate deflection leads to
pull-in, and dynamic pull-in, i.e., the DC voltage is applied to the
undeformed plate producing a rapid deflection leading to pull-in,
have been investigated. Another model [17] of electrostatically
actuated circular microplates, limited to DC voltage actuation,
based on von Karman’s nonlinear bending theory, and including
Casimir force, was used to investigate pull-in instability and
vibration of prestressed microplates. Specifically, using the shoot-
ing method, the static deformation and the pull-in parameters, and
the small amplitude free vibration about predeformed bending
position, were reported. A simplified model of elasto-electrostatic
analysis of thin circular microplates used as ultrasonic transducers
[18] was used to predict the pull-in DC voltage. The electrostatic
force was expanded in Taylor series and terms up to the squared
term were retained, and then the Galerkin-weighted residual tech-
nique was used for predictions. The results were in agreement
with ANSYS simulations. A similar study [19] reported the pull-in
voltage and free vibrations of functionally graded material circu-
lar microplate subjected to DC voltage and mechanical shock.
The effect of surface stress on the pull-in instability [20] of elec-
trostatically actuated circular nanoplates subjected to DC voltage
and hydrostatic pressure was reported. It has been found that the
surface stress effect is more significant in the pull-in of lower
thickness nanoplates. Size-dependent behavior of capacitive circu-
lar microplates [21] was reported as well. Using Hamilton’s
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principle, the static and dynamic pull-in of microplates under DC
voltage were investigated. It has been found that the intrinsic size
dependence of materials has an effect on both pull-in voltage and
natural frequency. A review of electrostatic pull-in instability can
be found in the literature [22].

ROM [23] was used to investigate the effects of voltage on the
natural frequencies of clamped circular plates. Caruntu et al. [5]
investigated the voltage response of electrostatically actuated
MEMS cantilever resonators. The actuation consisted of soft AC
voltage of frequency near half natural frequency of the structure.
“Soft AC is the voltage that produces soft electrostatic forces in
the system, i.e., it produces small to very small amplitudes (with
respect to the gap between the resonator and the ground plate)
when the frequency is away from resonance zones” [24]. Two
methods, ROM and MMS were used to numerically simulate the
behavior of the system.

This paper investigates the voltage–amplitude response of elec-
trostatically actuated clamped circular plates undergoing axisym-
metric vibrations under soft AC voltage of frequency near half
natural frequency of the plate. This results in primary resonance
of the system as showed afterward. This investigation is con-
ducted using MMS and two integration methods of ROM; one
uses AUTO 07, a software package for continuation and bifurcation
problems, to obtain the voltage–amplitude response [25], and the
other one uses MATLAB to obtain time responses of the structure.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time when (1) the
voltage response of primary resonance of electrostatically actu-
ated MEMS circular plates (a distributed-parameter model) sub-
jected to soft AC voltage actuation is reported, (2) using two
methods of investigation, namely MMS and ROM, in which (3) a
convergence investigation of the ROM is conducted. (4) A good
agreement between MMS and ROM is shown for gap-amplitudes
(amplitudes with respect to the gap) less than 0.5. It is also shown
that for large gap-amplitudes, up to pull-in (contact between the
resonator and the ground plate), (5) only seven terms (vibration
modes) ROM can accurately predict the behavior of the resonator;
MMS fails in this range. (6) The effects of frequency and damping
on the voltage response are reported.

Differential Equation of Motion

The system involves a deformable MEMS circular plate
clamped around its edges and suspended above a rigid ground
plate as shown in Fig. 1. R is the outer radius of the uniform cir-
cular plate, d is the gap between the plates, and w is the dimen-
sionless deflection of the plate. Dimensional equation of
axisymmetric vibrations of electrostatically actuated circular
plates [26] is given by
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At the right hand side of Eq. (1) is the electrostatic force [2]. The
variables of Eq. (1) are: t̂, time; r̂ , radial coordinate; and ûðt; rÞ,
dimensional deflection of the plate. The MEMS plate constants
and parameters are: e�, electrical permittivity; q, density; h, thick-
ness; 2c1, damping coefficient; V, voltage; and D ¼ Eh3=½12ð1�
�2Þ� plate flexural rigidity, where E is Young modulus and � the
Poisson’s ratio. Constants and typical dimensional MEMS plate
characteristics used in this investigation were obtained from the
literature [16,27], and are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The voltage is
assumed to be AC voltage, i.e., V ¼ V0 cos Xt̂, where V0 is the
amplitude and X the circular frequency of the voltage.

The resulting dimensionless equation of motion for circular
plates under electrostatic actuation undergoing axisymmetric
vibrations is given by
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where the corresponding dimensionless variables t; r; uðt; rÞ are
as follows:
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The dimensionless l damping parameter, d dimensionless volt-
age parameter, and X� dimensionless excitation frequency are
given by

l ¼ 2c1
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Using Tables 1 and 2, the dimensionless parameters l and d are
shown in Table 3.

Method of Multiple Scales

The first approach to investigate the behavior of the electrostati-
cally actuated clamped circular plates is using MMS which is a
perturbation method. MMS allows for investigating the voltage
response, i.e., the relationship between the amplitude of vibration
and the applied AC voltage, for various frequencies. In what fol-
lows, only soft actuation and weak damping are considered since
MMS is valid only for weakly nonlinear systems, i.e., systems for
which although the nonlinear effects play an essential role, the lin-
ear terms are dominant. MMS transforms the nonlinear differen-
tial equation modeling MEMS into a system of linear differential
equations. Two scales are considered for this model, namely, the
fast scale T0 ¼ t and the slow scale T1 ¼ et. In order to use
MMS, the electrostatic force of Eq. (2) must be expanded in Tay-
lor series. The dimensionless partial differential equation of
motion becomes

@2u

@t2
þ el

@u

@t
þ P u½ � ¼ ed 1þ 2uþ 3u2 þ 4u3ð Þ cos2 Xtð Þ (5)

where the operator P is given by

Fig. 1 MEMS uniform clamped circular plate of radius R and
thickness h suspended above ground plate at a gap distance d

Table 1 System constants [16]

Young’s modulus E 150.6 GPa
Poisson’s ratio [27] � 0.23
Material density q 2330.0 kg/m3

Space permittivity e� 8.854� 10�12 C2/N�m2
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and the small dimensionless bookkeeping device parameter e
[28–30] is used to scale the assumed weakly nonlinear electro-
static force and damping. Consider a first-order uniform MMS
expansion of the deflection as follows:

u ¼ u0 þ eu1 (7)

where u0 and u1 are components of the solution to be found. The
partial derivative with respect to time, using the fast and slow
timescales, becomes
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Since this investigation deals with the behavior of the circular
plate under AC voltage of frequency near half the natural fre-
quency xk, the excitation frequency X can be written as

X ¼ xk

2
þ er (9)

where r is frequency detuning parameter. Substituting Eqs.
(7)–(9) into Eq. (5) results in
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Equation (10) is expanded and then the terms including the
coefficients e0 and e1 are collected resulting into zero-order and
first-order problems as follows:
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The solution u0 of Eq. (11) along with the boundary conditions
for a clamped circular plate results as follows:

u0 ¼ /kðrÞ½AðT1ÞeixkT0 þ AðT1Þe�ixkT0 � (13)

where /kðrÞ are the mode shapes of vibration and xk the corre-
sponding natural frequencies [31,32]. The complex conjugate
coefficients AðT1Þ and AðT1Þ of Eq. (13) are to be determined.
The mode shapes of vibration for a circular plate are given by
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where J0; I0 are Bessel functions of first kind and modified first
kind, respectively. The first three mode shapes of axisymmetrical
vibrations are shown in Fig. 2. The mode shapes are orthonormal
[30], i.e., they satisfy

Ð 1

0
r/nðrÞ/mðrÞdr ¼ dnm, where dnm is the

Kronecker delta. The solution given by Eq. (13) is substituted into
Eq. (12). Expanding the resulting equation, collecting the secular
terms (eixkT0 ), and setting their sum equal to zero in order to elimi-
nate them (the sum of the secular terms has to be zero for all T0)
leads to
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where A0 is the derivative of the complex amplitude A with respect
to the slow timescale T1. Solvability condition requires that
Eq. (15) is orthogonal to any solution of the homogeneous equa-
tion. Therefore multiplying expression (15) by the operator given
below ð1

0

•r/kðrÞdr (16)

results in
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where gkn coefficients are as follows:

gkn ¼
ð1

0

r/n
kðrÞdr; n ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4 (18)

The complex amplitudes A and A are written in exponential form
as

A ¼ 1

2
aeib and A ¼ 1

2
ae�ib (19)

where a and b, the real amplitude and phase of the motion, are
then replaced into Eq. (17). The subsequent equation is multiplied
by e�ib, and the real and the imaginary parts are then separated
resulting into two first-order differential equations with the inde-
pendent variable T1 and the two dependent variables a and b.
These equations are transformed into an autonomous system, i.e.,
one in which T1 does not appear explicitly [30] by denoting

c ¼ 2rT1 � b (20)

Table 2 Dimensional system characteristics [16]

Radius of plate R 250.0 lm
Initial gap distance d 1.014 lm
Plate thickness h 3.01 lm
Damping c1 2.014 N�s/m3

Voltage V0 1.044 V

Table 3 Dimensionless system parameters

Voltage parameter d 0.050
Damping parameter l 0.005 Fig. 2 First three mode shapes of vibration for clamped circu-

lar plates with r 5 0 the center of plate, and r 5 1 the edge
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and substituting c into these differential equations. The resulting
differential equations are in terms of a and c, where c is the phase
difference between the response of the structure and the actuation.
The amplitude and phase are not changing at a singular point [30];
therefore, steady-state solutions result from a0 ¼ c0 ¼ 0 and they
are given by

a ¼ 4
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Using Eqs. (13), (19), and (20), and considering e ¼ 1, [28–30],
one can find u0 to include the dependence between nonlinear fre-
quency and amplitude.

Reduced Order Model

The second method used in this research is a numerical method,
namely, ROM. This method does not require assuming weak non-

linearities, but requires a certain number of terms (a convergence
investigation needs to be conducted). In this work, the conver-
gence investigation is showed in “Voltage–Amplitude Response”
section. ROM can be used to accurately investigate both low am-
plitude and high amplitude vibrations. ROM is more accurate than
MMS and gives a better understanding of the pull-in instability.
The deflection at any point of the circular plate can be described
by

uðr; tÞ ¼
XN

i¼1

uiðtÞ/iðrÞ (23)

where the number of terms (modes of vibration) N of the ROM is
finite, the dimensionless displacement u is a function of time-
dependent functions uiðtÞ to be determined, and the mode shapes
/iðrÞ are given by Eq. (14). The partial differential equation of
motion Eq. (2) is multiplied by ð1� u2Þ in order to eliminate all
displacement terms from the denominator and reduce the compu-
tational cost [33]. Then Eq. (23) is substituted into the resulting
equation which is next multiplied by the operator of Eq. (16)
where k ¼ n. The following system of equations results:
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where n ¼ 1; 2; :::;N. ROM is a Galerkin-based method [1]. Since
this work investigates the behavior of the circular plate at half the
natural frequency, the excitation frequency X is given by Eq. (8)
for e ¼ 1 [28]. The resulting system of second-order differential
equations (24) is transformed into a system of first-order differen-
tial equations and then integrated using AUTO 07 for N ¼
2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7 terms in order to investigate the convergence of
ROM and obtain the voltage response. Also, time responses are
found for desired voltage and frequency using another software
package, namely, MATLAB. Steady-state amplitudes of the center of
the circular plates are then obtained. The voltage–amplitude
response is used to understand the relationship between the ampli-
tude of vibration and the applied AC voltage, as shown in the fol-
lowing section “Voltage-Amplitude Response”. The effects of the
detuning frequency, excitation voltage, and damping on the sys-
tem are reported. ROM numerical results are compared to MMS
analytical results in the next section “Voltage-Amplitude
Response”.

Voltage–Amplitude Response

Numerical simulations are conducted for the frequency of
actuation near half of the fundamental natural frequency, i.e. k¼1
in Eq. (9). The coefficients of Eq. (18) in this case are
g11¼0.5155, g12¼1.0005, g13¼2.3381, and g14¼5.9763. System
constants [16] from Eq. (4) are shown in Table 1. The dimensional
system parameters of a typical circular microplate [16] used to
conduct these simulations are shown in Table 2, and their corre-
sponding dimensionless values are shown in Table 3. The first
seven dimensionless natural frequencies of vibration of a clamped

circular plate are shown in Table 4. The relationship between the
dimensionless natural frequencies and the dimensional ones is the
relationship in Eq. (4) between the dimensionless excitation fre-
quency and the dimensional one. These natural frequencies are
used to determine the first seven axisymmetric mode shapes of
vibration, Eq. (14). The mode shapes obtained are then used to
calculate the total displacement at the center of the circular plate
as shown in Eq. (23). In this paper, soft electrostatic AC actuation
is considered. The AC frequency is near half natural frequency of
the circular plate, which results in a primary resonance
phenomenon.

Figure 3 shows the amplitude–voltage response of seven terms
reduced order model (7T-ROM) in comparison with MMS. This
response is a bifurcation diagram. Umax is the amplitude of vibra-
tion of the center of the plate, and d is the dimensionless voltage
parameter used to excite the system while the detuning frequency
r is held constant. The steady-state solutions response shown con-
sists of two branches, a stable branch shown as solid line, and
unstable branch shown as dashed line. Starting from rest at equi-
librium position, as the AC voltage is increased at constant fre-
quency, the amplitude of vibration of the center of the plate
increases until it reaches the saddle-node bifurcation point A,

Table 4 First seven dimensionless natural frequencies for
clamped circular plate

N¼ 1 N¼ 2 N¼ 3 N¼ 4 N¼ 5 N¼ 6 N¼ 7

xk 10.216 39.771 89.104 158.183 247.005 355.568 483.872
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where the system loses stability and jumps to Umax¼ 1 which is
pull-in (contact with the ground plate). The unstable solutions
located on dashed branch are saddle points. In the voltage range
of unstable branch, the amplitude decreases and settles to the cor-
responding (same voltage) low amplitude on the stable branch if
the initial amplitude is below the dashed line, and increases to
pull-in (Umax¼ 1) if the initial amplitude is above the dashed line.
The branch shown in gray is the response using MMS. As can be
noticed, the response from using 7T ROM and MMS are in agree-
ment for amplitudes below 0.4 of the gap. This is due to MMS
being limited to weak nonlinearities, thus underestimating the
nonlinear behavior of the system at high amplitudes. MMS fails to
predict the saddle-node bifurcation point and the pull-in phenom-
enon for large initial amplitudes, above the unstable branch AB,
which can occur due to disturbances such as mechanical shock
[34,35] or spike of a undesired DC voltage acting on the structure.

Figures 4 and 5 show two time responses using 7T ROM
MATLAB simulations in order to validate the AUTO results. Using an
initial displacement U0¼ 0.95 of the gap for the voltage parameter
d ¼ 0:03, which is below the unstable branch, gives a time
response in Fig. 4 with a steady-state amplitude of 0.14. Using the
same initial displacement U0¼ 0.95 of the gap at d ¼ 0:05, above
the unstable branch, gives a time response in Fig. 5 with

amplitudes greater than one, thus depicting the circular plate expe-
riencing pull-in. The steady-state amplitudes obtained from the
time responses in Figs. 4 and 5 are in perfect agreement with the
bifurcation diagram Fig. 3. The voltage is kept constant for both
time responses. So, the amplitude settles over time at the stable
steady-state amplitude if any at that voltage. In the case of
d ¼ 0:03, which is at the left hand side of point B, the only stable
steady-state amplitude is 0.14 of the gap on the lower branch
(solid line). Therefore, although starting from an amplitude of
0.95 of the gap, the plate settles over time to the steady-state am-
plitude of 0.14 of the gap. In the case of d ¼ 0:05, although there
is a stable steady-state amplitude on the lower branch, because the
plate starts from an amplitude of 0.95 of the gap which is above
the unstable (dash line) branch AC, its amplitude will increase to
pull-in.

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the convergence of the ROM method
using AUTO. ROM simulations show that seven terms are required
for the ROM to predict the pull-in phenomenon from large ampli-
tudes of a clamped circular plate. One can notice an excellent
agreement between ROMs with N ¼ 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7 terms up to
amplitudes of 0.95 of the gap. However, above this point only 7T-
ROM captures the behavior of the resonator plate showing no

Fig. 3 Voltage response for MEMS clamped circular plate
using MMS and seven terms ROM, l 5 0:005, r 5 20:005

Fig. 4 Time response for MEMS clamped circular plate for 7T
ROM, d 5 0:03, l 5 0:005, r 5 20:005, initial amplitude U0 5 0.95

Fig. 5 Time response for MEMS clamped circular plate for 7T
ROM, d 5 0:05, l 5 0:005, r 5 20:005, initial amplitude U0 5 0.95

Fig. 6 Zoom-in view of high amplitudes of Fig. 6 convergence
of ROMs, l 5 0:005, r 5 20:005

Fig. 7 Zoom on the convergence of ROM terms from Fig. 5,
l 5 0:005, r 5 20:005

Fig. 8 Effect of frequency parameter r on the voltage response
for MEMS clamped circular plate using MMS and seven term
ROM, l 5 0:005
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stable steady-state solutions, i.e., the unstable branch end at point
B. This is clearly seen in Fig. 7.

Figure 8 shows the influence of the AC frequency on the volt-
age response of the system for three cases of frequency detuning
parameter, r ¼ �0:005, r ¼ 0:001, and r ¼ 0:005 using 7T
ROM and MMS. One can notice that as the frequency increases,
the plate goes from a nonlinear behavior to a linear behavior. For
r ¼ 0:001 and higher, the circular plate no longer experiences a
bifurcation point or pull-in instability. When d ¼ 0:2, the system
reaches a maximum amplitude of Umax¼ 0.86 for r ¼ 0:001 and
Umax¼ 0.48 for r ¼ 0:005. The results from MMS exhibit the
same behavior. Results from MMS and 7T ROM are identical for
low amplitudes. However, MMS fails to predict the nonlinear
behavior at amplitudes larger than 0.4 of the gap.

Figure 9 shows the effect of the dimensionless damping param-
eter l on the voltage–amplitude response at r ¼ �0:005. Starting
from a low damping coefficient of l ¼ 0:005, as the damping pa-
rameter increases, the curves for the response of the system shift
from exhibiting nonlinear behavior to linear behavior. Also, a
larger voltage is required to achieve the same amplitude of vibra-
tion if large damping. The voltage required to reach the bifurca-
tion point, and therefore pull-in, increases as the damping of the
system increases. Pull-in instability cannot be reached if l ¼
0:020 in the investigated range of voltage values. MMS is in per-
fect agreement with the results from 7T ROM for low amplitudes.

Discussion and Conclusions

The results of this investigation are obtained using analytical
and numerical methods. The analytical solution is obtained using
a perturbation method, namely, MMS. The system is numerically
modeled using two, three, four, five, six, and seven term ROM to
show the convergence of this method. It is found that seven terms
ROM are necessary to accurately predict nonlinearities in the sys-
tem such as the bifurcation points and pull-in phenomena. Time
responses for different cases are obtained in order to find the
steady-state amplitudes of vibration of the center of the plate.
These steady-state amplitudes of vibration are in agreement with
the results of the voltage–amplitude response obtained using AUTO

07P software [25] for seven terms ROM.
However, using MMS with one mode of vibration and Taylor

expansions up to the third power of the nonlinear electrostatic
forces, as in this work, fails to predict the nonlinearities of the sys-
tem at higher amplitudes such as the bifurcation points and pull-in
phenomenon. A remark is necessary. Since model order reduction
is a technique to reduce complex models to an associated state-
space dimension, i.e., a number of degrees of freedom, MMS is
used to analytically solve one term (one mode of vibration) ROM
since it uses only one mode of vibration, Eq. (15), while ROM
with more than two terms are numerically integrated.

The voltage–amplitude response for the effects of detuning fre-
quency and damping are reported. It is found that an increase in
frequency and/or damping results in a shifting from nonlinear

behavior to linear behavior. Recent work using ROM for MEMS
cantilevers was reported in the literature [36].

Although MMS is an effective method to model the behavior of
a clamped circular plate, it is limited to weak nonlinearities and
cannot predict bifurcation points or pull-in of the system. It was
found that such phenomena can be predicted using 7T ROM.
Using a model with less terms would give results that show unre-
alistic behavior and incorrect prediction of pull-in instability.

A comparison between the voltage response of primary
resonances of MEMS circular plates of this work and MEMS can-
tilevers reported in the literature [5] (both subjected to soft AC
voltage of frequency near half natural frequency of the structure)
shows a similar behavior of both structures. Moreover, the effects
of frequency on the voltage response as well as damping are simi-
lar for both MEMS structures. One of the differences is that the
saddle-node bifurcation point A for MEMS circular plates occurs
at amplitudes slightly less than for MEMS cantilevers, although in
the same range of 0.5–0.6 of the gap. Another difference is that
the saddle-node bifurcation voltage parameter for MEMS circular
plates is significantly higher than for MEMS cantilevers. More-
over, probably the most important difference is that the MEMS
clamped circular plates do not have stable steady-state amplitudes
close to the gap value as MEMS cantilevers have [5].

Although only AC voltage is considered since mass sensing
applications are of interest, this work can be extended to a com-
bined DC and AC voltage. The DC component in some cases can
alter the bifurcation types [15]. This work can be extended to non-
axisymmetric vibrations, higher natural frequencies, and experi-
mental investigations.
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